We review results which explicitly depend on the entanglement of neutral meson pairs produced at the ψ(3770) and Υ(4S). Time-dependent CP-violation analyses at the B-factories use the flavour-singlet final state at the Υ(4S), but by assuming its quantum-mechanical evolution; Belle on the other hand has tested the timedependent flavour correlation of the B-mesons, comparing predictions of quantum mechanics, spontaneous disentanglement, and Pompili-Selleri models. At the ψ(3770), decay rates are modulated by various combinations of the charm mixing parameters: this has been exploited by CLEO-c to provide the first effective constraint on the strong-phase difference δ. Finally, the goal of a "model-independent" φ 3 /Dalitz analysis is now within reach, using D-mesons from the ψ(3770) to constrain the D 0 → K 0 S π + π − decay amplitude. Manifestly entangled events ψ(3770)
Introduction
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen correlations [1] , in the form cited by Bohm [2] , are one of the most celebrated features of quantum mechanics. For a spinsinglet state of photons or particles,
measurements on particle 1 (2) are indeterminate, but once made they fully determine the result of a measurement on particle 2 (1) . For the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 , Bell's theorem [3] (in the CHSH [4] form) shows that |S| ≡ E a, b − E a, b + E a , b + E a , b ≤ 2 (2) for any local realistic model; quantum mechanics allows for |S| as large as 2 √ 2 for an optimal choice of settings.
1 Results breaching the bound (2) thus rule out local realism, even if we subsequently "get behind" quantum mechanics to a more complete theory: the quantum weirdness, or at least this part of it, is a phenomenon of nature. .
As shown by Aspect et al. [5] , and many times since, the bound (2) is broken for photons produced in cascade decays, with correlated polarizations: the data moreover are consistent with quantum mechanics. (The Aspect result was S = 2.697 ± 0.015, cf. S QM = 2.70 ± 0.05.)
This behaviour is less well-tested for massive systems, but is nonetheless routinely used. Decay of a vector meson to a pair of neutral pseudoscalars,
produces a B-pair entangled in a flavour singlet state: the flavours of the individual B-mesons are indeterminate, but at a given time t, the pair is always B 0 B 0 . In the flagship measurements of time-dependent CP violation at the B-factories, one B-meson B A complementary measurement, assuming the Bphysics but testing the time-dependent flavour oscillation due to the entanglement (3), has been performed by Belle (Section 2). In the formally equivalent, but experimentally different setting of ψ(3770) decays, decay rates of D-meson pairs are modulated by the charm mixing parameters (x, y) and the strong phase difference δ: CLEO-c has exploited this to derive a constraint on the latter quantity (Section 3). The final state ψ(3770) → (K
where the entanglement of the D-mesons is clearly manifest, also turns out to be crucial for the "modelindependent" measurement of the unitarity angle φ 3 using the Dalitz analysis method at the B-factories (Section 4). 
Υ(4S): EPR correlations at Belle
In the quasi-spin analogy initially expounded for Kmesons [6] , a |B 0 corresponds to a spin | ⇑ z particle or a photon with vertical polarization (V); a |B 0 corresponds to a spin | ⇓ z particle or a horizontally polarized photon (H). While optical measurements can be made on arbitrary axes α| ⇑ + β| ⇓ , only the | ⇑ and | ⇓ measurements are practical for B-mesons. However, over time t the state |B 0 evolves to
making other "measurement axes" accessible. Thus for B-pairs produced in the flavour singlet state (3), the decay time difference ∆m d ∆t plays the role of the difference ∆φ between polarimeter orientations in an optical experiment. An optical analogue of the situation at the B-factories is shown in Fig. 2 : the polarimeters are fixed such that they always perform a V/H measurement on the photons, but phase rotations φ 1 and φ 2 are inserted between the production point of the entangled photons and their measurement.
This setup would seem to allow a full Bell inequality test, but in fact the rotations φ 1,2 are imposed by nature-in the decay times of the particles-rather than being subject to the experimenter's choice. Thus a true Bell test cannot be performed.
The Green Baize Table Conspiracy Model
While there are general arguments for the impossibility of such a test [7] , 2 it is more entertaining to consider counter-examples. A breathtakingly unrealistic local-realistic model, indistinguishable in its predictions from quantum mechanics, was devised for this purpose by Bramon, Escribano, and Garbarino [8] (following Kasday [9] ): we expound it here in a form inspired by one of the myths of our age.
Somewhere, there is a wood-panelled room with a green baize table, where powerful men meet together, smoke, and make conspiracy (Fig. 3) . They determine world events in detail, including decays Υ(4S) → BB. At the time of each decay, t = 0, four hidden variables are set: mesons 1 and 2 are each given a piece of paper (as it were) bearing the quantities (t 1 , f 1 ) and (t 2 , f 2 ). These act locally: meson i decays at a time t = t i , into final state f = f i , according to the values written on its piece of paper. Now as part of the conspiracy, in order to deceive the world, (t 1 , f 1 , t 2 , f 2 ) are chosen randomly according to quantum mechanical rules.
The phenomena in this model are indistinguishable from those in quantum mechanics, even though the individual particles have a definite state at all times: the model is local, and (if only in this sense) realistic. 3 Another explicit counter-example has since been constructed by Santos [11] .
QM versus specific LR models
The best that can be done is thus to test the data in detail against quantum mechanics, and the predictions of specific local realistic models. Reasonable, non-conspiratorial models can then potentially be ruled out. The experimental quantity of choice is the time-dependent asymmetry of decay rates to opposite-flavour (OF) and same-flavor (SF) final states:
= cos(∆m d ∆t)
for quantum mechanics. The dependence on ∆t = t 1 − t 2 alone, a consequence of the entanglement of the state, is distinctive. It's therefore useful to consider asymmetries as functions not of (t 1 , t 2 ), but of ∆t and t min ≡ min(t 1 , t 2 ). Several possibilities for A(∆t, t min ) are shown in Fig. 4 . As a limiting case, under spontaneous disentanglement (SD) to a B 0 B 0 pair (with definite flavour) immediately after Υ(4S) decay, the two mesons undergo independent flavor oscillations, with
taking the complicated form in the figure when plotted on (∆t, t min ). More seriously, one can consider the class of models obeying the assumptions of Pompili and Selleri [12] : QM-like states for the individual mesons with stable mass; 100% flavour correlations, to reproduce the QM behaviour as closely as possible; and the constraint that QM predictions for uncorrelated B-mesons should also be preserved. Asymmetries must then lie between the bounds
and
shown in the figure.
In the current state of the art, the discrimination power shown in Fig. 4 is not fully realised, as only ∆t is measured: the expressions (8)-(10) must in effect be integrated over t min . It turns out that it is still possible to exclude the local-realistic models shown.
The 2007 Belle result
The Belle analysis [13] is based on a 152 × 10 6 BB data sample, and uses techniques established for timedependent CP-violation analyses: one B-meson is reconstructed in a flavour-tagging mode B 0 → D * − + ν, while the other B-flavour is tagged using a lepton; a consistency check with other flavour-tagging information is imposed to maintain purity. A sample of 8565 such events is found: 6718 opposite-flavour, and 1847 same-flavour pairs, divided into 11 bins in ∆t. . This process is crucial, as the backgrounds produce a time-structured difference in the asymmetry. After a (1.5±0.5)% correction for mistagging, deconvolution is performed (using DSVD, on the SF and OF samples separately) to remove decayvertex-resolution, efficiency, and other remaining effects. (Potential bias against any of the models is explicitly studied and subtracted, with a systematic error assigned.) Finally, a simple exponential fit to the resulting histogram is performed, to extract the Blifetime as a check: τ B 0 = (1.532 ± 0.017) ps is found, cf. the (1.530 ± 0.009) ps world average [14] .
A comparison between the data, and fits to the predictions of each model, is shown in Fig. 5 . In each case, the parameter ∆m d is floated, subject to the constraint of the world average value, with Belle and BaBar contributions excluded: (0.496 ± 0.014) ps −1 [15] . 4 Quantum mechanical predictions fit the data well (χ 2 /n dof = 5/11), while spontaneous disentaglement is disfavoured at 13σ (χ 2 = 174). A fit to (1 − ζ B 0 B 0 )A QM (∆t) + ζ B 0 B 0 A SD (∆t) finds an "SD fraction" of ζ B 0 B 0 = 0.029 ± 0.057, consistent with zero. 5 The entire class of local realistic models satisfying the minimal Pompili-Selleri assumptions is disfavoured at 5.1σ (χ 2 = 31). 4 The Belle and BaBar results are from fits assuming QM time evolution, and so cannot be used. They otherwise dominate the average, improving its precision by a factor of three.
5 In a decoherence model, this is equivalent to multiplying the interference term in the B 0 -B 0 basis by a factor (1−ζ B 0 B 0 ) [16] .
ψ(3770): (x, y, δ) and rates at CLEO-c
Formally, the situation at the ψ(3770) is the same as that at the Υ(4S): the decay e
leads to an entangled final state equivalent to (3). However there are differences in practice: mixing is a percent-level effect in D-decay amplitudes, and CP violation is suppressed orders of magnitude further. So while the principal use of the state (3) at the Υ(4S) is study of CP violation, an obvious use of D-meson pairs produced at the ψ(3770) is CP tagging. For example, decays to two CP-even (or two CP-odd) eigenstates don't occur.
If we consider decays ψ(3770)
however, the situation is not so straightforward. Relative to production from a pair of D 0 mesons, the rate is suppressed by the mixing rate R M = 1 2 (x 2 + y 2 ); by contrast, the rate for uncorrelated DD decays to this final state is suppressed by only the "wrong-sign" rate R W S , i.e. it is forty times larger. There are thus nontrivial effects due to the coherence of the state produced at the ψ(3770). Currently the most systematic treatment is [17] , following earlier work by [18] and others. [19] , where the D 0 → K 0 L π 0 decay is recovered using the distribution of missing-mass-squared M 
3.1.
branching fraction calculation using tagging mode f in fact determines 
where the amplitude ratio r f and strong phase difference δ f (r f e −iδ f ≡ f |D 0 / f |D 0 ) and the wrongsign rate R W S,f are mode-dependent.
The method is to use the equivalent measurement for D 0 → K 0 S π 0 , an an untagged measurement of the branching fraction for that mode, to determine the product C f = (2r f cos δ f + y)/(1 + R W S,f ). (A tagged analysis in this mode finds an effective branching fraction
.) The true D 0 → K 0 π 0 branching fraction can then be measured for each tagged sample: averaging over them, CLEO-c find
and an asymmetry
consistent with the value 2 tan θ C = 0.109 ± 0.001 expected if symmetry under the U-spin subgroup of SU(3) is imposed.
Charm mixing and δ
In the general case, effective branching fractions depend on the mixing parameters (x, y), and (for the K − π + final state) the strong phase difference δ ≡ δ Kπ . Correction factors are summarized in Table I. Whereas in the D 0 → K 0 L π 0 analysis the corrections were a complication that needed to be taken into account, the CLEO-c analysis reported in [20] uses a suite of measurements, and their varying dependence on (x, y) and δ, to constrain the mixing parameters, and in particular δ.
In the first case a least-squares fit is performed to the yields in eight hadronic final states (
S η, and K 0 S ω), and 43 "double-tagged" final states (24 fullyreconstructed, 14 including a semileptonic decay, and 5 including K 0 L π 0 ), together with external results on seven branching fractions (CP eigenstates, and K − π + , with correlations taken into account). The result finds the lifetime difference parameter y with large uncertainty, and as a result the combination x sin δ is unconstrained.
An extended fit, including measurements of mixingrelated quantities (y, x, r 2 , y , (x ) 2 ) by other experiments, is therefore performed: results are shown in Fig. 6 . The fit finds cos δ = 1.10 ± 0.35 ± 0.07
and after minimising on the physical surface (cos δ, sin δ), δ = (22
the first effective constraint on this quantity. Together with the external mixing measurements (without which the analysis is not possible), the precision on cos δ is driven by the yields for the eight hadronic final states, and double-tag yields {Kπ, S ± } including CP-eigenstates S ± . These results are for a 281 pb −1 sample: better precision will be possible with the final CLEO-c dataset.
φ 3 /Dalitz: ψ(3770) rescues the Υ(4S)
Dalitz analyses of B ± → DK ± and D * K ± , with
are currently the most sensitive probe of the unitarity angle φ 3 (also known, in the least interesting of the disagreements between the B-factories, as γ). The state of play in these important analyses was shown in Anton Poluektov's talk on Monday [21] ; Belle's preliminary update [22] , shown in Fig. 7 , finds φ 3 = (76 +12 −13 ± 4 ± 9)
• ; BaBar's new publication [23] , shown in Fig. 8 , finds φ 3 = (76 ± 22 ± 5 ± 5)
• . In both cases, the model error (shown last) is already uncomfortably large.
The future of this measurement is the so-called model-independent approach [24] ; the feasibility study for the method has recently been updated [25] . Rather than relying directly on (say) an isobar model to determine the D 0 → K The study [25] finds that if {c i , s i } are determined from ψ(3770) → (K 0 S ππ) D (K 0 S ππ) D events, the outcome is unbiassed for finite data samples: a change of model can degrade the sensitivity (Fig. 10) , but not introduce a bias. The importance of the entangled final state at the ψ(3770) thus goes beyond "CPtagging": the additional correlations in the final state fit, we do not reject events based on these variables (as in the previous analysis [9] ), but rather use them in the likelihood function to better separate signal and background events. This leads to a 7-8% improvement in the expected statistical error.
The ∆E and M bc distributions for B + → DK + and B + → D * K + candidates are shown in Fig. 1 . For the selected events a two-dimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit in the variables M bc and ∆E is performed, with the fractions of continuum, BB and B ± → D ( * ) π ± backgrounds as free parameters, and their distributions fixed from generic MC simulation. The resulting signal and background density functions are used in the Dalitz plot fit to obtain the event-by-event signal to background ratio. The number of events in the signal box (M bc > 5.27 GeV/c 2 , |∆E| < 30 MeV, | cos θ thr | < 0.8, F > −0.7) is 756. The (M bc , ∆E) fit yields a continuum background fraction of (17.9 ± 0.7)%, BB background fraction of (7.3 ± 0.5)%, and a B ± → Dπ ± background fraction of (4.3 ± 0.3)% in the signal box.
To select B + → D * K + events, in addition to the requirements described above, we require that the mass difference ∆M of neutral D * and D candidates satisfies 140 MeV/c 2 < ∆M < 144 MeV/c 2 . The number of events in the signal box is 149. The continuum background fraction is (5.7 ± 0.7)%, the BB background fraction is (7.6 ± 1.9)%, and B ± → D * π ± background fraction is (7.0 ± 1.3)%. Fig. 2 .
FIG. 2: Dalitz distributions of
D 0 → K 0 S π + π − decays from selected B ± → DK ± (top) and B ± → D * K ± (bottom) can- didates, shown separately for B − (left) and B + (right) tags. The Dalitz distributions of D 0 → K 0 S π + π − decay in the signal box of B ± → DK ± and B ± → D * K ± pro- cesses are shown in
III. DETERMINATION OF THE
As in our previous analysis [9] , the
decay amplitude is represented using the isobar model.
The list of resonances is also the same, the only difference being the free parameters (mass and width) of the K * (892) ± and ρ(770) states. A modified amplitude, where the scalar ππ component is described using the K-matrix approach [18] , is used in the estimation of the systematic error.
The amplitude f for the D 0 → K 0 S π + π − decay is described by a coherent sum of N two-body decay amplitudes and one non-resonant decay amplitude,
where
is the matrix element, a j and ξ j are the amplitude and phase of the matrix element, respectively, of the j-th resonance, and a NR and ξ NR are the amplitude and phase of the non-resonant component. The description of the matrix elements follows Ref. [19] . We use a set of 18 two-body amplitudes.
These include five Cabibbo-allowed amplitudes: around 70% for signal events, while for continuum background events it is below 1%. condition r B − = r B + is recov cedure to extract γ from x ∓ , The same procedure is applie signal samples. 14 around 70% for signal events, while for continuum background events it is below 1%. 
Summary
Analyses which explicitly depend on the entanglement of neutral meson pairs are becoming important in this field. The effect allows the model-dependence in φ 3 /Dalitz analyses to be lifted: CLEO-c data will already be necessary to enable full use to be made of final B-factory results; BESIII results will be needed to exploit the data from a super-B/flavor factory. Entanglement in ψ(3770) → D 0 D 0 modulates tagged decay rates in a way that must be taken into account for D 0 → K 0 L π 0 measurement, and that has now enabled the first effective constraint, δ Kπ = (22
• , on the strong phase difference in D 0 → K + π − . And at the Υ(4S), entanglement, used routinely in B-factory measurements, has now been tested, even though a Bell inequality analysis cannot be performed. A constraint on the decoherent fraction ζ B 0 B 0 = 0.029 ± 0.057 is found; as for "realistic" local-realistic models, the class obeying the Pompili-Selleri assumptions has been ruled out at 5.1σ, the first such constraint from data.
